INTRODUCTION
============

A growing number of tools are being developed for visualization of macromolecules and animation of their motion with the goal of facilitating experimental and computational studies of macromolecules and their complexes. Many of these tools are available as stand-alone packages, such as VMD ([@B1]), Swiss-PDBViewer ([@B2]) or PyMol ([@B3]), which combine impressive rendering capability with versatile analyses, scripting languages and extensible architecture. At the same time, web-based tools are being developed to provide easy-to-use intuitive interfaces, often employing platform-independent rendering programs, such as Jmol (<http://www.jmol.org/> an open-source Java viewer for chemical structures in 3D). Several resources have specifically been developed to provide animation of MM, including Molecules in Motion (<http://www.moleculesinmotion.com/>), AISMIG ([@B4]), POLYVIEW-3D ([@B5]) and Protein Movie Generator ([@B6]).

One of the major drawbacks of stand-alone tools is their limited awareness of rich on-line resources and databases. In addition, such tools are often rather difficult to use for researchers with a limited technical expertise in computing. On the other hand, existing on-line tools for MM require further improvements both in terms of the quality of visualization and integration with analysis and annotation tools. Enhanced tools for visualization, annotation and automated analyses that take advantage of ever more complex network of web resources and databases is an emerging need in the fields of structural biology, functional genomics and molecular simulations.

Here, we present a new web-based tool, POLYVIEW-MM, which integrates high-quality animation with structural annotation of MMs, and allows both qualitative and quantitative analysis of the results of macromolecular simulations. To facilitate structural analyses, POLYVIEW-MM combines: (i) interactive view and scripting-based conformational analysis using Jmol and its tailored extensions; (ii) versatile annotation and publication quality animation using PyMol, which is available through POLYVIEW-3D; and (iii) customizable 2D summary plots that provide insights into MM in terms of changes in secondary structure (SS) states, relative solvent accessibility (RSA) of individual residues in proteins, as well as distance plots and analysis of intra- and inter-molecular contacts. The latter type of analysis is facilitated by 2D summary plots highlighting residues involved in complex formation, including two important special cases of interaction interfaces in alternative models/conformers of protein--protein and protein--ligand complexes obtained from protein and small molecule docking simulations, respectively.

At the same time, using easy to generate animations and other graphical representations, POLYVIEW-MM enables visualization of trajectories generated by molecular dynamics (MD) and related simulation techniques. Moreover, alternative conformers of small molecules, proteins and other macromolecules can be visualized using molecular movies. As an input, POLYVIEW-MM accepts files in the standard Protein Data Bank (PDB) format with multiple models. This format has been widely adopted by servers and programs that aim at protein structure prediction and analysis of MM. Examples of the latter include tools for analysis of distortions and slow coordinated motions in proteins, as obtained using, e.g. AD-ENM ([@B7]) or MolMovDB ([@B8]). To enable direct analysis of MD trajectories, POLYVIEW-MM accepts trajectory files in the DCD format, which is supported by widely used simulation packages NAMD ([@B9]) and CHARMM ([@B10]), as well as the TRR format supported by GROMACS ([@B11]). For the analysis of small molecule docking, the DLG format used by the popular AutoDock program ([@B12]) is accepted as well.

POLYVIEW-MM incorporates into the analysis of macromolecular simulations many structural and functional annotations, including automated mapping of protein domains from the Pfam database of protein families ([@B13]), membrane domains from the PDB_TM database ([@B14]) and protein--protein interaction interfaces from the PDB database ([@B15]). The latter option can greatly facilitate structural and functional analyses in the context of constantly growing number of resolved protein complexes. The mapping is conducted using sequence homology search. The results of several annotation tools, including CASTp for the identification of structural cavities ([@B16]), and SPPIDER for predicting putative novel interaction sites ([@B17]) can be automatically retrieved and mapped into POLYVIEW-MM output as well. Additionally, the server accepts requests for calculation and mapping of evolutionary conservation scores derived from multiple sequence alignment using PSI-BLAST ([@B18]). This option enables analysis of conserved functional hotspots in the context of MM.

METHODS
=======

Input and output
----------------

As the primary input format, POLYVIEW-MM uses 3D coordinate files in the PDB ([@B15]) format that can contain multiple structural models of the same molecule, or a complex of molecules, including proteins, nucleic acids and small molecules. This format can be used with each of the basic types of queries that include: (i) NMR-based ensembles of models (these queries can also be specified by the PDB entry ID); (ii) trajectories obtained using MD simulations; (iii) molecular morphs or snapshots representing slow coordinated motions obtained, e.g. using elastic network models; and (iv) protein--protein or protein--ligand complexes obtained using docking simulations. Other specific input formats include the DCD and TRR formats for MD trajectories and the DLG (AutoDock) format for ligand docking simulations. For other MD formats, utilities similar to CatDCD ([@B1]) or MDanalysis (<http://code.google.com/p/mdanalysis/>) may need to be used to convert MD trajectories to the multiple model PDB or DCD formats. For faster upload of the data, MD trajectories can be submitted using compressed files in ZIP, GZIP and BZIP2 formats.

As part of the output, POLYVIEW-MM allows to display trajectories and multiple conformers using interactive animations and static views in Jmol, coupled with tailored selection and annotation options. These can be subsequently imported into POLYVIEW-3D in order to generate publication quality static pictures and animations using PyMol rendering. POLYVIEW-MM also generates a number of customizable 2D plots that provide simple yet informative summaries of conformational changes and differences between individual models. All movies and plots generated by the server can be deposited with user-defined annotations to an image library as a mechanism to document and share data with colleagues.

Motion at a glance
------------------

To provide an overview of conformation changes in proteins, POLYVIEW-MM generates 2D plots that display SS and RSA states for individual residues in each snapshot of a trajectory, or each conformer submitted as a multiple model PDB file. SS and RSA are calculated using the DSSP program ([@B19]), using either eight (G, H, I, T, E, B S, and C, as defined in DSSP) or three SS states (H---α-helix, E---β-strand, and C---loop). Surface-exposed area computed using DSSP is normalized by the maximum value of the solvent exposed surface area for a given type of amino acid as determined in ([@B20]), resulting in RSA values between 0% and 100%, with the latter corresponding to a fully exposed residue. Real-valued RSA are subsequently projected into 10 discrete states for the purpose of displaying them as shaded boxes, with black boxes corresponding to fully buried and white boxes to fully exposed residues, respectively. At each position, entropy in terms of the SS and RSA states is computed in order to capture conformational variability at that position in a trajectory or a set of conformers. In addition, simple distance plots between interactively selected pairs of atoms or residues can be generated for analysis of molecular trajectories.

Protein--protein and protein--ligand interfaces
-----------------------------------------------

Following previous studies ([@B17],[@B21],[@B22]), we define protein--protein interaction sites based on the RSA change upon complex formation, i.e. RSA difference between an unbound and bound (complex) structure of an individual chain. The procedure and thresholds used to assign an amino acid residue as an interaction site can be found in ([@B17]). Protein--protein interaction interfaces can be characterized in terms of the surface area buried upon complex formation, amino acid properties and the presence of conserved hot spots, facilitating analysis of protein docking simulations, for instance. Protein--ligand contacts are determined using the respective procedure adopted in Protein Explorer ([@B23]) and subsequently in the FirstGlance in Jmol server (FGiJ, <http://firstglance.jmol.org/>) that accounts for hydrogen bonds, water and salt bridges, hydrophobic and aromatic ring interaction and different types of metals binding. For the corresponding bond distance definitions, the reader is referred to the FGiJ documentation. Mapping specific residues in contact with the ligand in alternative poses of protein--ligand complexes can be used to assess the results of docking simulations. Consistency of interacting sites observed in protein--protein or protein--ligand docking models is measured by computing frequency of being in contact with the interacting co-factor.

Structural annotations
----------------------

POLYVIEW-MM provides the ability to automatically annotate images and movies with structural and functional characteristics derived using annotation and prediction tools. The following structural annotations can be retrieved and mapped at present (more to be included in future): (i) structural cavities determined using the CASTp server ([@B16]); (ii) protein domains and motifs annotated in the Pfam database ([@B13]); (iii) transmembrane domains identified using the PDB_TM database ([@B14]); (iv) known protein--protein interaction interfaces found in complexes deposited to PDB; and (v) putative interaction sites predicted using SPPIDER ([@B17]); position-specific evolutionary scores derived from multiple sequence alignments using PSI-BLAST ([@B18]). Retrieval and mapping of available structural annotations is conducted using sequence-based homology search using BLAST ([@B24]). Homology hits with *E*-value equal to or lower than 0.001 with sufficient level of sequence identity (70%) are considered when performing searches against PDB, Pfam and PDB_TM databases, and residues within structural and functional hot spots (e.g. interaction interfaces) are mapped into the query structure based on the sequence alignment. Specifically, all homology hits, as defined above, from Pfam and PDB are retrieved for annotation, whereas only the best homology hit is used to map transmembrane domains. Multiple sequence alignment is performed against nr database with *E*= 0.001 cutoff. Conservation scores are computed from the position-specific scoring matrix obtained after three PSI-BLAST iterations.

EXAMPLES
========

To illustrate the capabilities of POLYVIEW-MM, we present two examples. Since molecular movies cannot be directly displayed here, these examples focus on static pictures and are supplemented by animations in the documentation and image gallery available from the home page. The first example presented here concerns visualization and analysis of MD trajectories. In [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}, an NAMD generated trajectory for an idealized resilin-like peptide, AN16 ([@B25]), is shown using a 2D plot that characterizes conformational changes in terms of SSs of individual snapshots in the trajectory. The number of times a given residue changes the SS state, which is a measure of conformational transitions at that position throughout the trajectory is represented by white through pink to red bars shown below the amino acid sequence. In addition, one particular 3D snapshot is shown in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}B for illustration of persistent disorder observed in this case (only transient helices and short beta strands are observed in some repeats). This persistent disorder can also be easily discerned using a 2D plot with RSA profiles of each structural snapshot (data not shown). AN16 comprises 16 repeats of an 11-mer derived from elastomeric insect protein called resilin ([@B26]), which is characterized by the highest known resilience of all known elastic materials. Upon stretching, entropy of the disordered relaxed state is lost, giving rise to an entropic force ([@B27]). In nature, multiple resilin chains are cross-linked at tyrosine residues to form an elastic fiber, which signifies the importance of the distribution of tyrosine pairwise distances that can be generated in POLYVIEW-MM together with movies and other representations of the trajectory. Figure 1.Visualization of MD trajectory for resilin-like peptide with changes in SS states along the trajectory shown in (**A**). Red colors correspond to different helices, green to beta states and blue to unstructured regions, bends and magenta to turns, respectively (see POLYVIEW-MM documentation for details). Each row corresponds to an individual snapshot of the structure, an example of which is shown in (**B**) with tyrosine side chains shown in colors corresponding to initial SS states and using stick models. Note the lack of regular SSs.

The second example presented here illustrates how POLYVIEW-MM can be used to visualize and analyze docking simulations ([Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Specifically, the widely used package for small molecule docking, AutoDock4 ([@B12]), has been used to generate alternative poses (models of the receptor--ligand complexes) for fucose bound to the capsid protein of a specific strain (VA387) of norovirus that causes large outbreaks of gastroenteritis ([@B28]). Noroviruses recognize histoblood type antigens that are presented by host cells in the gut ([@B28]), and binding of the fucose ring in these polysaccharides to norovirus capsid proteins plays an important role ([@B29]). Examples of alternative fucose poses superimposed together are shown in the right panel using a static 3D picture (the corresponding animation is available from the POLYVIEW-MM gallery). The corresponding interaction interfaces are shown in the left upper panel, with residues in contact with the ligand indicated by magenta (each row represents one docking model). In the lower left panel, evolutionary conservation of amino acid residues is indicated by the background of the amino acid letter (red corresponds to highly conserved, and blue to variable positions), chemical profile (with yellow indicating hydrophobic and red and brown hydrophilic positions) is shown below the sequence row, and the SSs and solvent accessibilities (indicated by shaded boxes with black for buried and white for exposed positions) are shown in rows 3 and 4, respectively. As can be seen, fucose binding site(s), majority of which corresponds to the trisaccharide binding site in the resolved structure (PDB ID: 2obs), are located within variable, largely hydrophilic loops. Figure 2.Analysis of docking models for the complex of fucose and norovirus capsid protein. Right panel shows alternative fucose poses superimposed together. The corresponding interaction interfaces are shown in the left upper panel, with residues in contact with the ligand indicated by magenta. In the lower left panel, amino acid residues are aligned with the corresponding profiles: evolutionary conservation, physico-chemical properties, SS and RSA states.

In summary, POLYVIEW-MM provides a versatile Jmol-based interactive view of molecular trajectories and multiple conformers that can be generated by variety of simulation and modeling techniques. In addition, high-quality movies and static pictures can be generated to complement the interactive assessment of MM. These 3D representations are supplemented by customizable, intuitive 2D plots that capture at a glance the essence of conformational changes or differences between individual models to be assessed. POLYVIEW-MM combines visualization with structural and functional annotation by automatically mapping functional hot spots and structural features into analyzed models. The corresponding web server is publicly available, and it utilizes the same communication protocol and data submission/processing/retrieval technology as previously developed for POLYVIEW-2D ([@B30]) and POLYVIEW-3D ([@B5]). These servers are being widely used, logging more than 100 000 submissions from over 80 countries to date. Therefore, POLYVIEW-MM is expected to provide a fast and robust execution while processing significant number of requests from the users.
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